We explore the accuracy of the clustering-based redshift inference within the MICE2 simulation. This method uses the spatial clustering of galaxies between a spectroscopic reference sample and an unknown sample. The goal of this study is to give a preview of the redshift accuracy one can reach with this method. To do so, we first highlight the requirements of this technique in term of number of objects in both the reference and unknown samples. We also confirm that this method does not require a representative spectroscopic sample for calibration.
INTRODUCTION
The next generation of cosmological surveys such as Euclid (Laureijs et al. 2011; Amendola et al. 2013) , LSST (LSST Science Collaboration et al. 2009 ) and WFIRST (Spergel et al. 2015) , whose aim is to understand the largescale accelerated expansion of the universe will perform surveys of the sky. One of the major issues in astronomy is to be able to deproject the 2D information into a 3D one.
At extragalactic scales, the study of the universe relies on our knowledge of the redshift as a tracer of distances. The ideal way of measuring resdhifts is to do spectroscopie and measure their spectroscopic redshift (spectro-z). While this method is the most accurate, it is also very timeconsumming. Another largely used approach is to estimate the redshift of an object based on its flux information E-mail: scottez@iap.fr through some filters. This is the so called photometric redshift (photo-z) procedure which require large and representative set of spectroscopic redshift measurements for the calibration of empirical methods (Connolly et al. 1995) and the building of representative template libraries for template-fitting techniques (Coleman et al. 1980) . This procedure uses the correlation between the colours of the population of unknown redshift and the flux from a reference sample. The photo-z procedure is fast with respect to the spectroscopic one and allows to measure redshifts for millions of objects. One difficulty is that current and future spectroscopic surveys are incomplete in magnitude, redshift and galaxy properties (Cooper et al. 2006; Newman et al. 2013) , which is challenging to calibrate photometric redshifts (Masters et al. 2017 ). Also, projections for cosmic shear measurements estimate that the true mean redshift of objects in each photo-z bin, considering Euclid statistic, must be known to better than ∆ z = 0.002(1 + z) Zhan 2006; .
The method we used in this study relies on the clustering properties of galaxies. This approach is looking at the spatial correlation between galaxies at unknwon redshift and reference sources with known spectroscopic redshift. Fundamentaly this approach only require the knowledge of unknown galaxies on-sky position.
The idea of measuring redshift distributions using the apparent clustering of objects was first developed by Seldner & Peebles (1979) ; Phillipps & Shanks (1987) and Landy et al. (1996) . This was practically forgotten mainly due to the rise of photometric redshifts. To face the challenges of future and ongoing dark energy imaging experiment Newman (2008) , Matthews & Newman (2010) and Matthews & Newman (2012) used the large scale clustering of galaxies and iteratively approximated the galaxy to dark matter bias and validated this method on simulations while McQuinn & White (2013) proposed an optimal estimator for such a measurement.
We use the method presented in Ménard et al. (2013 compared to spectroscopic redshift by Rahman et al. (2015) . This method focused on lower scales, where the clustering signal is higher, and assume that there is no or little galaxy to dark matter bias evolution when the redshift distribution is narrow. This approach was also applied to continuous fields by inferring the redshift distribution of the cosmic infrared background Schmidt et al. (2015) while Rahman et al. (016a) and Rahman et al. (016b) explored this method for near infrared data using 2MASS Extended and Point Source Catalogs as well as the SDSS Photometric Galaxies. Recently a similar approach was used to validate the redshift distribution used for weak lensing by Hildebrandt et al. (2016) .
The goal of this study is to give a preview of the redshift accuracy one can reach with this method. For this, we explore the accuracy and the requirements of this technique. We also present individual clustering-based redshift measurement for a single galaxy using the MICE2 simulation. Finally we investigate the use of this method to define tomographic bins for weak lensing by building 5 clustering redshift selected bins from redshift 0.2 to 1. This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we review the clustering-based redshift formalism, while the MICE2 simulation and the data used to build the reference and the unknown samples are introduced in Section 3. In Section 4 we explore the evolution of the clustering redshift distribution accuracy when varying (1) the magnitude of the unknown sample, (2) the number of unknown and reference sources as well as (3) the width of the unknown distribution. Based on these results we estimate the requirements in terms of spectroscopic data needed per redshift bin for the next generation of cosmological surveys. Then we demonstrate our ability to measure clustering redshifts for individual galaxies and quantify their accuracy, in Sections 5. Based on these measurements, we investigate the possibility to directly use the clustering redshift to select tomographic bins for weak lensing. Finally, we present 5 clustering redshift selected tomographic bins for which we give an estimate of the bias. Conclusions are presented in Section 6.
CLUSTERING REDSHIFT FORMALISM
In this section we briefly review the clustering-based redshift formalism initially developed in Ménard et al. (2013) , Rahman et al. (2015) and fully detailed in Scottez (2015) .
The integrated cross-correlation can be written as:
where dNi/dz are the redshift distributions, βi(z) the clustering amplitude with i ∈ {u,r} where lower script u,r refers to the unknown and reference samples respectively. Considering a narrow sampling of the reference population one can write:
This expression requires the knowledge of βu(z) which is a priori not known. There are two ways to bypass this issue. First, one can estimate this term by measuring the autocorrelation functions of both the unknown and reference populations as described in Newman (2008) and Hildebrandt et al. (2016) . Or, one can build unknown subsamples localised in redshift and then consider no -or linear -evolution for βu(z) (see Schmidt et al. (2013) , Rahman et al. (2015) and Scottez et al. (2016) ) which leads to:
Where dNu/dz needs to be normalised to the number of objects in the unknown subsample.
THE MICE SIMULATION
The MICE simulation catalog Crocce et al. 2015; Carretero et al. 2015) was generated using a hybrid Halo Occupation Distribution (HOD) and halo Abundance Matching (HAM) prescriptions to populate Friends of Friends (FOF) dark matter halos from the MICE-Grand Challenge (MICE-GC) simulation. The catalog used as input the light-cone of the MICE-GC N-body run simulation. The input cosmological parameters are Ωm = 0.25, σ8 = 0.8, ns = 0.95, Ω b = 0.044, ΩΛ = 0.75, h = 0.7. Further details on the simulation can be found at the MICE webpage (www.ice.cat/mice).
The catalog was built to follow local observational constraints:
• The local luminosity function (Blanton et al. (2003) and Blanton et al. (2005) for the faintest galaxies).
• The galaxy clustering as a function of luminosity and colour (Zehavi et al. 2011 ).
• The color-magnitude diagram (NYU dr7 catalog).
It also includes:
• galaxy evolution in order to better match the luminosity function and the colour distributions at high redshift.
• magnified positions due to gravitational lensing effects computed using projected mass density maps (in HEALPIX format) of the MICE-GC light-cone simulation.
We apply the following evolutionary correction for all magnitudes to get the right number counts at higher redshifts: Figure 1 . Redshift distribution of the reference sample. The decreasing number of sources from z = 1.2 directly reflect the lack of sources in the MICE2 simulation at these redshifts for i < 22.5.
where mag ev is the magnitude corrected for the evolutionary correction, mag cat is the original one (that does NOT include any correction) and z cgal is the true redshift of the galaxy. In this paper, we explore and quantify the accuracy of clustering redshift using the state of the art simulation currently available. Nevertheless, because of the incompleteness at irz ∼ 24.5 and the limited redshift range to z < 1.4, it is not possible to create, for example, a Euclid like scenario.
Data selection
In this exploratory work, since our goal is not to explore the maximum limit accuracy of this method nor to reach any given requirement but to give a preview of the achievable accuracy for individual redshift and mean redshift of a distribution, we choose for simplicity to work on a subsample of 100 deg 2 in the region 10 o < RA < 20 o , 10 o < Dec < 20 o . The application to a larger area for a given survey and the scientific application correspond to a full study that we will investigate in a next paper. The parent sample results in 8.5M galaxies for which we corrected the magnitudes according to Equation 4 and for which we selected the following fields: RA,DEC, ZSPEC and ugrizYJH-bands. This parent sample will be used to build both the reference and the unknown samples. 
Reference sample
We choose to build an optimistic reference sample made of ∼ 200 000 sources corresponding to ∼ 0.55 gal.arcmin −2 . These sources are randomly selected from the parent sample to have ir < 22.5 and a flat distribution in redshift as show in Figure 1 . This choice allows us to reduce statistical fluctuation in the detection due to the variation in the number of sources over the range of references slices. One can note that the number of reference sources decreases at high redshift. This is directly due to the decreasing number of sources available with i < 22.5 at these redshifts from the MICE2 simulation. Therefore, we do expect a higher noise level between redshift 1.2 and 1.4.
The evolution with redshift of the clustering amplitude of the reference sample βr is shown in Figure 2 . We choose to normalize βr at z0 = 0.07.
Unknown sample
The unknown sample is made from the previous parent sample from excluding the sources selected to be in the reference population and contains 8.3M galaxies corresponding to a density of 23 gal.arcmin −2 . The top panel of Figure 3 shows the i-band magnitude distribution of the unknown sample. This sample is complete to iu = 23.5. The following analysis is made using subsamples of this one. The break at iu = 22.5 is due to the objects removed from the parent sample to build the reference population. This figure also shows the redshift distributions for different bins in magnitude. The first bin in purple has iu < 22.5 and has the same magnitude limit than the reference sample. The next two bins (in blue and cyan) are fainter than the reference sample, but are still complete while the fourth bin (green) starts to be incomplete. Finally the last two magnitude bins (yellow and red) are more and This sample starts to be incomplete at iu = 23.5. The break at iu = 22.5 is due to the objects removed from the parent sample to build the reference population. BOTTOM PANEL: redshift distribution of each selected bin in i-band magnitude. The two fainter bins are incomplete in redshift due to the incompletness of the simulation at these magnitudes. From these 6 bins, we randomly select galaxies matching ∆zu = 0.02 and Nu = 2 000 to build the tomographic subsamples. more incomplete. This incompletness of the simulation for these samples induce unrealistic variations in redshift. This choice of binning will allow to study the evolution of clustering redshift accuracy with fainter magnitude and when the unknown sample is incomplete in Section 4.1.
Cleaning the reference sample
As highlighted by Rahman et al. (2015) , spurious correlation at low redshift (z < 0.2) can appear due to the inhomogeneous sampling arising from the clustered distribution of the objects in the reference sample. To address this issue, they removed all galaxies in regions where the measured densities are 2σ from the mean. This procedure homogenises the spatial correlation of the reference sample, but also decreases the number of sources. To prevent spurious correlation at low redshift and optimise the statistical power of clustering-based redshift inference we weight each reference galaxy based on its local density.
To illustrate this, we select unknown tomographic subsamples according to the following criteria:
• true spectroscopic width of the unknown bin, ∆zu = 0.005.
• number of reference sources, Nr = 200 000.
• number of unknown objects in one bin, Nu = all available objects. Here, this number is not a constant. It can vary from bin to bin as shown in the middle left panel of Figure 3 .
• magnitude of the unknown sample, iu < 22.5.
Then, for each unknown subsample we measure the corresponding clustering redshift distribution with and without cleaning the reference sample by individually weighting each reference galaxy by its local density. Both plots are shown in Figure 4 . The left panel shows the clustering redshift distributions obtained with the original reference sample. One can note the existence of horizontal stripes caused by the inhomogeneity of the reference sample. These stripes disappear in the right panel where we homogenize the reference population by individually weighting each reference galaxy by its local density. These weights are directly measured on the reference population and do not depend of the unknown sample. One can still note that the stochastic fluctuations beyond z clust = 1.2 are higher than bellow. This is due to the decreasing number of reference sources at these redshifts (see Figure 1) .
There is also a vertical stripe in both panels fromzspec 1.2 to 1.4. There are different effects at play in this region. First, this increased noise is mainly due to the low number of unknown objects per bin at these redshifts. Indeed, in the central part of the figure there is ∼ 10k unknown galaxies while in the vertical stripes between redshift 1.2 to 1.4 this number drops to ∼ 100. Moreover, this range also corresponds to the redshift range where there are few reference galaxies, leading to a lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). To understand how each of these effects can affect the clustering based redshift estimation we present some tests in the next section.
TESTS ON INPUT PARAMETERS
This section aims to highlight the behaviour of the clustering-based redshift inference with respect to the magnitude of the unknown sample, the number of objects in the unknown/reference samples and the width of the unknown distribution.
To do so, we consider an idealistic case in which we select galaxies of the unknown sample using theur true redshift to reduce the influence of the galaxies to dark matter bias. In each of the following subsections we fix a set of parameters and we vary one. The parameters are: the true width of the unknown tomographic bin ∆zu, the number of reference sources Nr, the number of unknown objects in the bin Nu, the magnitude of the unknown sample iu. Each time, even when we vary Nr, we keep a flat redshift distribution for the reference sample.
Evolution with the magnitude of the unknown sample: iu
In this part we fix the following set of parameters:
• ∆zu = 0.02.
• Nr = 200 000 (∼ 0.55 gal.arcmin −2 ).
• Nu = 2 000 (∼ 0.55 10 −2 gal.arcmin −2 ).
We then vary the magnitude of the unknown sample to be:
• iu < 22.5. Figure 5 . Cluster/Spectro-z map for iu < 22.5. Regions where there is no galaxies available from the unknown sample are dashed.
• 22.5 iu < 23.
• 23 iu < 23.5.
• 23.5 iu < 24.
• 24 iu < 24.5.
• 24.5 iu < 25.
The unknown samples selected here, correspond to the magnitude bins visible on Figure 3 , their redshift distribution are visible on the bottom panels of this figure. This choice of binning allows to study the evolution of clustering redshift accuracy with fainter magnitude and when the unknown sample is incomplete.
For each of these 6 samples we build tomographic subsamples according to ∆zu = 0.02 and Nu = 2 000. Therefore, due to this choice of criteria and depending on the magnitude bin there are some regions in redshift where there is no data.
For each magnitude bin we compute the clustering redshift distribution of all subsamples. The cluster-z/spectro-z plot for the bin iu < 22.5 is shown in Figure 5 . The right panel shows the clustering versus spectroscopic redshifts for iu < 22.5. The dashed area beyondzspec = 1.2 corresponds to redshifts where there is no galaxy available from the unknown sample. For each clustering redshift distribution (vertical lines) we compute the mean cluster-zz clust . Then we compare this value to the mean spectroscopic redshiftzspec from the selected tomographic sample ∆z =z clust −zspec, visible on the top left panel. From this distribution, we compute an estimate of the standard deviation as: σ = σ∆z/(1 +zspec), where σ∆z = 1.48 × median(|∆z|). The bottom left panel shows the histogram of redshift densities where no signal is expected. µnoise and σnoise then reflect the background noise. We also compute the mean signal to Table 1 . This table summarises the accuracy of the clusteringbased redshift reconstruction on the mean redshift when varying the i-band magnitude from 22.5 to 25 by step of 0.5. From these tests it appears that the method is stable and does not depend on the i-band magnitude at a level higher than a few 0.1%.
noise ratio per magnitude bin, SNR defined as: SNR = mean(SNRi), where SNRi is the signal to noise ratio of each clustering redshift distribution estimated by fitting a Gaussian and taking the ratio between the amplitude and its uncertainty. We give all plots as complementary online supplement for the reader and we summarize all results in Table 1 . From this table it appears that the clustering based redshift inference does not intrinsically depend on the i-band magnitude of the unknown population at a level higher than few 0.1% in the measurement of the mean redshift.
Evolution with the number of objects in both
the unknown and reference sample:
In the first part we fix the following set of parameters:
• Nr = 200 000 (∼ 0.004 gal.arcmin −2 .(δzr/0.01) −1 ).
• iu < 22.5. We then vary the number of unknown objects in each tomographic bin to be:
• Nu = 1 500 (∼ 0.41 10 −2 gal.arcmin −2 ).
• Nu = 1 000 (∼ 0.27 10 −2 gal.arcmin −2 ).
• Nu = 500 (∼ 0.14 10 −2 gal.arcmin −2 ).
• Nu = 250 (∼ 0.07 10 −2 gal.arcmin −2 ).
Then, to study the evolution in the number of reference sources we fixed Nu = 2 000 and start from the optimistic reference sample. We go to lower and lower pessimistic spectroscopic densities :
• Nr = 200 000 (∼ 0.004 gal.arcmin In both cases we follow the same procedure than in Section 4.1 and summarise the results in Table 2 . Figure  6 shows that the SNR evolves as √ NuNr. This is in agreement with the expected behaviour of the integrated crosscorrelation function. Indeed a crosscorrelation signal evolves as the number of pairs of objects NuNr while in regions where there is no signal, the noise is stochastic and is expected to evolve as √ NuNr.
Evolution with the width of the unknown distribution: ∆zu
• iu < 22.5.
Finally, we vary the redshift width of the unknown sample to be: ∆zu = 0.02, 0.04, 0.08, 0.16, 0.32, 0.64. Wider distributions progressivly break our hypothesis on the evolution of the unknown clustering amplitude: dβu/dz = 0. This can also be seen as a photometric redshift selection with ∆zu ∼ 2σ phot where σ phot is the photo-z scatter. This is correct considering no or few catastrophic failures. The results are shown in Figure 7 where the red dashed line shows Figure 6 . Evolution of the signal-to-noise ratio of the clusteringbased redshift when varying the i-band magnitude of the unknown sample (black) the number of unknown objects (green) and the number of objects in the reference sample (blue). As expected the SNR evolves as the square root (red dashed line) of the number of pairs in the reference and unknown populations. 64. This plot also shows the 2σ region around the best fit of the measurement (blue), the Euclid requirement of 0.2% accuracy (yellow) and the expected offset considerring a linear evolution with redshift of the galaxy to dark matter bias (red dashed).
the expected offset considerring a linear evolution with redshift of the galaxy to dark matter bias. This is done assuming a Gaussian redshift distribution following Ménard et al. (2013) . This confirm that working with localised unknown samples reduced the non linear evolution of the galaxy to dark matter bias to a linear evolution. The agreement between our measurements and the theoretical expectations also shows that if a survey does not allow to preselect localised distributions narrower than ∆zu = 0.2 then considering no evolution of the galaxy to dark matter bias does not allow to reach 0.2% accuracy in the mean redshifts. Instead, it is highly recommended to consider a linear evolution.
Requirements for clustering redshift
Based on these studies we can now higlight the statistical requirement on the clustering redshift method to reach ∆z ∼ 0.001 × (1. + z) in few photo-z bins. Then depending on the possibility to preselect narrow distributions one can consider sufficiant to assume no or linear evolution for the galaxy to dark matter bias in the measurement (see Section 4.3). Let's consider a realistic reference sample like the BOSS DR12Q (Pâris et al. 2017 ). We note that there is at least 2000 QSOs over 9376 deg 2 per δz = 0.05 from redshift 0.5 to 4. This gives an estimate of the available reference density of:
In the previous study, we reached the desired accuracy of 0.1% on the bias with Nr=100k, Nu=2000 over 100 deg 2 . The reference density was then:
while the unknown one was:
Using BOSS as reference sample implies a requirement on the minimal unknown density of galaxies of 5 gal.arcmin −2 . Consequently a BOSS-like spectroscopic survey over an area of 9000 deg 2 with ∼ 200 reference sources per reference slices δzr = 0.005 allows to reach ∆z ∼ 0.001 × (1. + z) for tomographic bins.
INDIVIDUAL REDSHIFT MEASUREMENT
This section aims at demonstrating that it is possible to get accurate PDF(z) measurement for each individual galaxy of the unknown population. Following Scottez et al. (2016) we present a straightforward approach based on colours.
In the general case the sample distribution is the sum of all distinct PDFs:
In the limit case where
When the redshift distribution is not a δ D (z) function, this approximation will lead to an error in the measurement. The narrower the distribution, the smaller the error.
In this section we quantify the accuracy of individuals clustering redshifts by computing: the bias= (z clust − zspec)/(1 + zspec), the outlier fraction η = |z clust − zspec|/(1 + zspec) > 0.15 and the scatter σ = 1.48 × median(|z clust − zspec|)/(1 + zspec). Individual clustering redshifts as a function of the spectroscopic redshifts for each galaxy when using perfect photometry. The red dashed lines correspond to the limit beyond which the redshift of a galaxy is considered as catastrophic.
Sampling the true colour space
To preselect narrow redshift distribution, we subsample the parent unknown sample defined in Section 3.1.2 based on galaxy colours using: u, g, r, i, z, Y, J, H photometric bands. One can note that these values are true values since there is no error on magnitude within the MICE2 simulation. Each of these samples correspond to a 7-dimensional colour space volume element of width ∆ colour = 0.1. We can then measure the clustering redshift distribution of these samples with Nu 1000. Due to this selection the fraction of lost objects is important and is around 67%. Nevertheless, this effect is expected to decrease with the increasing size of the unknown sample.
Considering these distributions are sufficiently narrow, we take the median of each distribution and claim that this is our estimate of the individual redshift for all galaxies in this volume element. Applying this on the full color space we can estimate the redshift of each galaxy (see Figure 8 ). This gaussian kernel density map shows the clustering redshift as a function of the spectroscopic redshift for each galaxy down to i < 25.
We remind the reader that here we are using perfect photometry. We will explore a realistic case in the next section. However this study demonstrate that our clustering based redshift estimator is not intrinsically biased at a level higher than 0.01%.
Sampling the real colour space
In this section we added realistic error on the magnitude. To do so, we simulate the photometry by assuming megacam instrumental characteristics for ugriz. For NIR depth we assum the WIRCam instrument characteristics. The exposure times are tuned to match the following depths at 5σ for 2 diameter apertures u = 24.2, g = 24.5, r = 23.9, i = 23.6, z = 23.4, Y = 23, J = 23, H = 23 and modeling the error as a gaussian random error on the true flux and a gaussian random background noise from the sky from 2 diameter aperture. Figure 9 shows the variation with magnitude of the resulting error for the i-band.
Adding noise to magnitudes induces a scatter of galaxies in colour space. This leads on average to a decrease in the number of galaxies per cell. For this reason we choose to use a resolution of ∆ col = 0.15. Then, we apply the same procedure than in Section 5. We show the resulting individual clustering redshifts compare to their true spectroscopic redshifts in Figure 10 . These objects have iu < 25 with a median at iu = 23. While the quality of these measurements obviously degrades with respect to Figure 8 they are still quite competitive with photometric redshifts goals of next generation of cosmological surveys in terms of scatter, outlier rate and bias. At this point it seems important to remind the reader that this approach is independent from the photometric redshifts procedure since the colour information is only used in the preselection step and not to extract the redshift information. The redshift information come only from the clustering of objects. The only observables used to extract this information are then the right ascension (RA) and the declination (DEC) of the unknown population.
The advantage of this procedure is threefold: i) it allows the use of clustering redshifts for any field in extragalactic astronomy, ii) it allows the possibility to combine photometric and clustering based redshifts to get an improved redshift estimation, iii) it allows the use of cluster-zs to define tomographic bins for weak lensing. We explore this last option in the next section. 
Clustering redshifts based tomographic sampling
Finally, we investigate the accuracy in the mean of the redshift distribution one can reach in the context of tomographic weak lensing. To reduce the effect of the evolution of the galaxy to dark matter bias of the unknown sample, we selected 30 clustering redshifts bins from 0.2 to 1 based on individual estimates from Figure 10 . For each of these 30 bins we re-measured the redshift distribution to benefit from the increase in Nu. These bins are then combined to build 5 tomographic bins as shown in Figure 11 where the redshift resolution is δzr = 0.03 for clarity. This figure shows the true and measured redshift distributions of the five clustering redshift selected tomographic bins. The lower panel shows the bias of each bin (black) while the dashed area corresponds to ∆ z 0.002(1 + z). Please note that the bias is estimated on the mean redshift of the distribution: bias = ( z clust − zspec )/(1+ zspec ). We remind the reader that this is done with a sample complete to iu = 23.5 due to the simulation. Even if our results in Section 4.1 indicate no evolution with the magnitude of the unknown sample, this could be affected by faintest objects at redshifts higher than the simulation limite. 
SUMMARY
In this study, we aimed at giving a preview of the redshift accuracy one can reach on the redshift estimation using the clustering of galaxies.
We explored the accuracy of clustering redshifts and we estimate that a density of spectroscopic objects -galaxies or QSOs -of 10 −5 sources.arcmin −2 per redshift bins of width δz = 0.01 allows to reach the 0.1% accuracy in the estimate of the mean redshift for a galaxy density compatible with next generation cosmological surveys. This number is compatible with the density of Quasi Stellar Objects in BOSS.
We also demonstrated that it is possible to get an estimate of the redshift for each galaxy in a fully independent way from photometric redshifts. The resulting clustering redshifts have a bias= 0.001, an outlier fraction of η = 3.57% and a scatter of σ = 0.027 with a sample complete to i = 23.5 with maximum magnitude of i = 25. Clustering redshifts are then competitive compared to photometric redshifts.
These individual measurements: i) allow the use of clustering redshifts for any field in extragalactic astronomy, ii) allow the possibility to combine photometric and clustering based redshifts to get an improved redshift estimation, iii) it allows the use of cluster-zs to define tomographic bins for weak lensing.
Based on these results we investigated the reachable accuracy in the measurement of the mean of the redshift distribution which is currently still an issue for tomographic weak lensing. In this context, we demonstrated our ability to build 5 clustering redshift selected tomographic bins from redshift 0.2 to 1 with a bias of 0.002 per bin with a sample complete to i = 23.5 and imax = 25.
Finally, even if Section 4.1 indicates no evolution with magnitude and allow us to be confident in the generalisation of this result to fainter complete sample. Nevertheless, this need to be confirmed. Also, the lack of redshift > 1.4 which leads to an additional degeneracy in color space resulting in additional noise in the detection. This effect and the use of clustering redshifts for weak lensing will be explored in a future work within the full Flagship simulation (Potter et al. 2016) . 
